(Supplement 9 to the 11 series of amendments to Regulation No. 13)

Paragraph 1.1.2.1. of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"The vehicle manufacturer shall supply…"

Paragraph 1.1.3.1. of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"…defined in the vehicle manufacturer's information document…"

Paragraph 1.1.3.2. item (t) of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"(t) …covered in the system manufacturer's information document…"

Paragraph 1.1.3.2. item (u) of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"(u) …covered in the system manufacturer's information document…"

Paragraph 1.1.3.2. item (x) of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"(x) …utilising vehicle manufacturer’s test data…"

Paragraph 1.1.3.2. item (y) of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"(y) …as specified by the applicant to be evaluated…"

Paragraph 1.1.3.2. item (z) of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"(z) …as specified by the applicant to be evaluated…"

Paragraph 1.1.4.1. of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"…agreed upon between the vehicle manufacturer and the Technical Service…"

Paragraph 1.1.4.1.10. of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"…to confirm the installation envelop as specified by the applicant…"

Paragraph 1.1.4.1.11. of Part 2 to Annex 19 amend to read:
"…to confirm the installation envelop as specified by the applicant…"

Item 1.1. of Annex 19 Appendix 11 amend to read:
"Name of vehicle manufacturer"

Item 1.2. of Annex 19 Appendix 11 amend to read:
"Name of system manufacturer"

Item 1.2. of Annex 19 Appendix 12 amend to read:
"Vehicle manufacturer (name and address)"

Item 1.3. of Annex 19 Appendix 12 amend to read:
"Systems"
II. Justification

1. The information document and test report which may in certain cases be submitted to the technical service for the purpose of vehicle type-approval should be clearly linked to the vehicle manufacturer and not to the supplier of the stability function equipment in question.

2. Although the information shall be supplied to the technical service by the vehicle manufacturer for the purpose of vehicle type-approval, it is also acceptable that the relevant information is in turn provided to the vehicle manufacturer by the system supplier.